
CK - Clusters & Insights

Scores and

information are

different between

Transunion and

Equifax (BRENDA)

Borrowell gives

recommendations if you

want a loan or credit

card and shows how

likely you are to qualify -

this is how she learned

about the Secured &

Triangle cards. (BRENDA)

"It seems that Capital One has a

higher score than Borrowell. So

that is the appeal - if you want to

try for a loan and they say 'oh we

check Transunion', you can check

whichever tool uses Transunion."

- Brenda, 19:04

USES MULTIPLE TOOLS:

Only uses Credit

Keeper within

the Capital One

mobile app

(GABRIELLE)

She did use Borrowell

once because she

needed a copy of her

credit report to show

a landlord. Has not

checked it since

(GABRIELLE)

Borrowell sent her emails,

which she doesn't find as

convenient as checking

within the Capital One

app. It's another reason

she stopped checking it.

(GABRIELLE)

Primary reason for

using multiple tools is

because of score

differences. Started

to not trust her score

in Credit Keeper as

much. (JANEL)

"There's a couple of apps I've been

using to see if I'm actually getting an

accurate reading, because

sometimes I find what I see in my

Capital One app is different than the

other app. So I'm trying to get a truer

picture." - Janel, 15:51

She thought her credit

was better than it was.

She mentions her score

dropped after getting

Canadian Tire card, and

that she might've made a

different choice if she

accurately knew her

score (JANEL)

Likes that Mogo

has suggestions of

cards or auto loans

that she would be

eligible and

approved for

(JANEL)

Equifax told her

what accounts she

had owing and

should pay off to

improve her credit

(JANEL)

Upmarket

Core

Underserved

No, only

uses Credit

Keeper

(JAMAL)

He is used to using

Credit Keeper (in a

good way) and

uninterested in

using another tool

(JAMAL)

Active HIGH Active LOW

Has used

TransUnion a long

time ago to get

copy of his credit

reports; once or

twice a year

(ADRIEN)

Currently only

uses Credit

Keeper to check

his credit score

(ADRIEN) 

Lapsed Non-User

Tried to sign up for

Borrowell because

she heard credit

scores can be

different at different

agencies from a friend

in finance (BELLA)

She was unable to

create a Borrowell

account because of a

discrepancy with her

legal first name,

Stephanie, vs. what

she goes by, Bella

(BELLA)

Has used Credit

Karma a couple of

times; curious to

see if the score was

the same as on

Credit Keeper

(BELLA)

Uses Credit

Keeper more

frequently than

Credit Karma

(BELLA)

Only uses

Credit Keeper;

does not use

multiple tools

(SIDNEY)

"There's two different ones

[scores] right? Because

Equifax and TransUnion both

report different numbers." -

Kyle, 12:11 

Aware that his

score is different

between the tools

but does not

understand why

(KYLE)

Aware that Credit Keeper

uses TransUnion.

Purposefully signed up for

Borrowell and Credit

Karma so he could access

his Equifax score. That's

where he noticed the

scores were different

(KYLE)

"I just like to have as many tools

available to me as possible. To

keep on top of things ... Look at

things if I need to, because they

sometimes have different

information." - Kyle, 14:46 

"Once I found out there were two different

scores at play, it's good to know what both

of them are. So that if I go somewhere to

apply for something, renting an apartment,

credit card, financing something .. I know

better what to expect, depending on what

bureau they're looking at." - Kyle, 15:14

Helpful to know both

scores if he needs to

apply for a loan; he

knows his score

regardless of it the

lender is using

Equifax or TransUnion

(KYLE)

Intentionally using

Credit Karma

(TransUnion) and

Borrowell (Equifax)

- (MELISSA)

Has requested a full

copy of her credit

report from Equifax

through the mail after

her bankruptcy was

fully paid off

(MELISSA)

Aware that her

score is different

between

TransUnion and

Equifax. Does not

understand why

(MELISSA)

For her, Borrowell

shows a higher score

than Credit Karma. She

uses Credit Karma

more often because

she wants to stick/

know the lower number

(MELISSA)

Uses Borrowell

the most

frequently

because it has

the correct score

(APRIL)

Mentions that Credit

Karma & Capital One

both have the

incorrect score

because of an error

with Equifax, but

Borrowell has the

correct score (APRIL)

She explained that

Equifax has not yet

acknowledged her

bankruptcy release, and

she's been marked as

bad + unpaying. She is

trying to get this fixed

(APRIL)

No. Currently

only uses

Credit Karma

to monitor her

credit (LEAH)

No. Only used

TransUnion after

Capital One

cyber incident

(MICHAEL)

Borrowell is free (the

initial appeal) but it

was quick & dirty -

she could only see

her score but not

what was affecting

her score (REGAN) 

Used Borrowell

for the past year,

then stopped.

Currently only

using Equifax.

(REGAN)

Equifax provides

detailed reporting

about her credit

score; is more

well-rounded

(REGAN)

The score on

Borrowell was

different than

Equifax, so she

questioned

Borrowell's

legitimacy (REGAN)

Ran into issues

where soft checks

appeared on

Borrowell, which

was concerning to

lenders (REGAN)

Currently only

uses

TransUnion;

does not use

multiple tools.

(SHELLEY)

No. Currently

only uses

Mogo (ERIN)

Uses Multiple Tools - DONE

- Number one reason for using multiple tools is awareness that scores

are different between Equifax and TransUnion and that different tools

use different bureaus (vs. getting reccos or another feature)

- Not everyone is aware the scores are different. Hypothesis - knowing

this makes you more likely to use more than one tool? 

- Hypothesis - Are Build customers (both underserved and core) more

aware of this because they went through bankruptcy, were denied

credit? Are they more likely to care more? Vs. Upmarket (if it was never a

barrier, why bother checking? None of our Upmarket participants use

more than one tool)

- No one understands why the scores are different

- Sometimes it's a source of anxiety (a lack of trust in one number over

the other) and sometimes it's empowering (ie. knowing both scores

depending on what a lender might check)

- uses the tool that has the 'correct score'

- checking CK:  convenience, trust, reputable, already in the business of

credit

- CK is in a sweet spot of not as 'old fashioned' as TU/EQ, but not

trustworthy and reputable vs CKarma, Borrowell

Opportunities:

why can't CK show both TU + EQ score?

How can we educate cx on why there's a difference?

Can we become the go-to source for the 'correct score' 

How can we give customers the confidence that their score with us is

accurate and trustworthy so that they don't feel the need to 'double

check'?

How can leverage the convenience of customers alreayd being in our

Capital One ecosystem

Upmarket

Core

Underserved

Active HIGH Active LOW Lapsed Non-User

Tool Discovery - DONE

Themes

- Users discovered CK while exploring account

- Most non-users discovered competitors

(Credit Karma, Borrowell, Mogo) through

targeted social media ads (Facebook &

Instagram). 3 people saw a commercial on TV.

- More generally - people discovered credit

monitoring tools due to a life event (rental

application, mortgage, fraud even).

- 2 participants were offered TransUnion credit

monitoring after their cards were hacked. 

- No intent or research around tool discovery.

People stumbled across it in their C1 account or

while browsing social media.

Upmarket

Core

Underserved

Active HIGH Active LOW Lapsed Non-User

First Time Use - DONE

Themes

- low active - have been

monitoring for 3 - 5 years 

Upmarket

Core

Underserved

Active HIGH Active LOW Lapsed Non-User

Knowledge of Score - DONE

Themes

- not good recall of actual number

despite most people checking pretty

frequently

- a lot of customers didn't feel

comfortable sharing the number; felt

more comfortable giving a category.

some shame there? people felt like

they were going to be based on the

score. there is a barrier to sharing the

score.

- customers described the score

in  categories

- going up to the next level was a big

step

Upmarket

Core

Underserved

Active HIGH Active LOW Lapsed Non-User

Initial Reason to Check

Themes

- major hardship event (bankruptcy, consumer

proposal, divorce, denied credit, bills in

collections)

- cyber incident ( 2 people) - card got hacked,

offered credit monitoring by bank

- need to get something (rent application, loan,

mortgage)

- curiosity for those new to credit - want to learn

about credit score

- healthy trajectory folks had healthy examples to

follow - my boyfriend, my parents, my high school

teacher told me to get a card, build credit, check

the score. starting young and learning about

good financial habits can set you on a good path.

- going through a security/identity theft/fraud

event could affect your score; people are

becoming more aware of this

Upmarket

Core

Underserved

Active HIGH Active LOW Lapsed Non-User

Frequency + reasons/motivation/benefits

for checking - DONE

- frequency (ie. opening up the tool to

check) is dictated by knowing how often the

tool updates, how often they get an email

telling them to check, or part of the financial

routine (on payday, checking finance apps)

- hypothesis - people are checkers or not

checkers. people don't consider themselves

to be checking a lot or not a lot or use the

words high or low. 

- if you get an alert (or are in the C1

account), it can turn you into a checker

easy-peasy vs. some super meaningful

reason

- active high (across the segments, this

includes upmarket rebuild) more focused on

rebuilding credit). checking the score and

seeing the score go up makes people feel

in control, there's a sense of responsibility

to making payments on time. 

- there's an endorphin rush / positive feels

that comes from just checking and seeing

the score because there's an element of the

unknown since it changes (and will always

change and people don't understand how

it's calculated/why it's different across tools).

and then it feels great to see it go up.

- Upmarket (always healthy) checking less,

not on rebuild journey, more concerned

about fraud/identity theft but overall just

don't really care because it's not a barrier

for them

- credit drops quickly, but takes a lot of time

and effort to go back up. example of

missing one bill payment, six months to

recover. taking positive action (like paying

on time) doesn't give the same positive rush

as the score. 

- the event (mortgage, car loan, rent

application) triggers  people to go and

check their score to make sure they are

qualified and won't get turn down. it's also

about control - there is anxiety about not

getting approved (or being turned down in

the part) so checking the score gives

control.  can we identify all the trigger

events so we can plan for them?

- for those new to credit, checking the score

is a form of education.

Upmarket

Core

Underserved

Active HIGH Active LOW Lapsed Non-User

Frequency over time -

DONE
Themes

- Core customers mentioned checking more

frequently earlier on when their scores were

poor; not as much need to check now that

score was higher

- hypothesis - would Underserved

customers check more? Does lower score

equal higher frequency? 

- are there hard-hitting events (bankruptcy,

consumer proposal, getting turned down for

a loan, wanting to qualify for a mortgage or

loan, identity theft) that make you a) more

aware) and b) more vigilant in checking

score?

- Upmarket (escalante journey always

healthy) people in the low and lapsed don't

have much of a reason to check unless

applying for a mortgage vs. Upmarket

customers who went through rebuild - more

anxiety, still want to check more often

- In general, people were less likely to

check if they felt not in control of their credit

score (couldn't afford to make payments,

score impacted by getting second card etc.)

because it was demotivating

Upmarket

Core

Underserved

Active HIGH Active LOW Lapsed Non-User

Logging into C1 + likelihood to  check

score while logged in - DONE

Themes

- everyone is checking their transactions and then pop-in

to check their credit score because it's easy and

convenient. 

- no intentional checking of the score (like people logging

in to check Credit Keeper and then checking credit card

stuff - it's the opposite). CK is not driving any increased

engagement - it's not primary reason to log in to account

- the convenience is a good thing. a differentiator for

Capital One (in a good way). it's an advantage we have

over competitor tools - the one stop shop. why not check

the score when you're already logged in to look at CC

transactions? it's a seamless experience! two logins,

remembering 2 passwords, having to download another

app --> these are all pain points.

- hypothesis - how many people are lapsed because they

perceive their score to be incorrect/wrong, so don't use

the tool?

Upmarket

Core

Underserved

Active HIGH Active LOW Lapsed Non-User

Score breakdown - DONE

Themes

- educational - people were reading the descriptions for

each breakdown number and recognizing what had a

higher impact on score and what had a lower impact. the

score breakdown was scratching the itch of being

educational, or giving people something actionable to do. -

- Make those payments on time. Don't use all 100% of your

available credit.

- most people check the big score first and the category

that their score falls into (not surprising, but still good to

capture here)

Payments made on time (%)

- 6 positive mentions

- this is high impact, people feel like they can do

something about it (have control)

Available Credit Used (%)

- 4 positive mentions, 1 said it doesn't make sense

- this is high impact, people feel like they can do

something about it (have control)

Age of Oldest Account

- 2 don't check/find helpful, 1 does find helpful

- this is HIGH IMPACT on score but not written in such a

way that people feel like they can do anything about it.

Total Inquiries in Past Year

- 4 positive mentions

Available Credit Across All Accounts ($)

- 3 positive mentions

- helpful that this is calculated, don't have to do the math

themselves

Accounts Opened in the Last 2 Years

- no one mentioned this at all

- Score Breakdown is a differentiator; other tools don't

have this

Upmarket

Core

Underserved

Active HIGH Active LOW Lapsed Non-User

Score History - DONE

Themes

- seeing an upward trend in the graph/

line brings up those same happy/

positive feels as seeing the score go

up

- informative to see trend and a

helpful visual

- tablestakes feature, not a

differentiator for Capital One. other

competitors have it too.

- not as helpful when the trend line is

relatively static. people expected to

hover over or have it be interactive in

some way

- 2 participants didn't notice the My

Accounts section

HMW

- do we bring it to the forefront for

people in the rebuild journey?

because the score is changing more

rapidly during the rebuild moment.

they might found more it more a

valuable.

Upmarket

Core

Underserved

Active HIGH Active LOW Lapsed Non-User

My Accounts

Themes

- 2 main uses: monitoring outstanding

accounts that they are in the process of

paying off AND fraud monitoring, looking

for anything that shouldn't be there

- unclear about where the information

comes from and how it was being

updated. 

- 2 participants didn't notice the Score

History section

- Also some information doesn't show up

for some customers (missing loans,

bankruptcy, etc) causing inaccurate score

Upmarket

Core

Underserved

Active HIGH Active LOW Lapsed Non-User

If CK went away - DONE

Themes

- majority of Active high and low would be highly

disappointed as they see it as a benefit. People were

immediately emotional (the question provoked a strong

response - sad, disappointed, sad) but people didn't feel

stranded / left high and dry because they were already using

competitor tools OR would just send off for the full report

from Equifax or TransUnion. CK had less value, because the

participants had other choices.

- non-users were mostly not disappointed, because they

hadn't used the tool yet, not really an investment in the tool

- 1 person said they would close account if CK not available

- majority of active high and low customers said they would

keep their Capital One account/card - the rebuild

participants were especially loyal to Capital One, who gave

them a card when no one else would

- obligation for credit company to offer this tool to help

customers build credit - "why would they take away a tool

that helps people like themselves"

- everything is working, why take it away

HMW

- CK opportunity around brand value - this is something

customers expect Capital One to offer, because they help

customers rebuild, give Secured cards, etc

- on the business side, there is definitely an opportunity to

drive more use of CK with our non-users, but do we want to?

Upmarket

Core

Underserved

Active HIGH Active LOW Lapsed Non-User

Opinion on Acct Transfer - DONE

Themes

- 3 people said it would be okay as long as

it was still available through the C1 app; 2

people wanted it to stay the same and then

they would be okay with it - basically not

wanting to be inconvenienced

- concern about privacy of their personal

financial information and their information

being transferred over to a new 3rd party -

would want to consent to this

- a concern over trust - Capital One is

trustworthy and some sketchy 3rd party isn't

Upmarket

Core

Underserved

Active HIGH Active LOW Lapsed Non-User

What to do/use instead - DONE

Themes

- overall, people have an alternative in mind

- for CK users who were using a competitor

tool, they would use the competitor tool

- for some people, the alternative is

cumbersome, like sending off for the official

report from TransUnion which can take time

- Credit Keeper is a value ad, but not a

driver or a differentiator (so many other

options to get your credit score) 

- should we be using this as an acquisitions

tool? 

Upmarket

Core

Underserved

Active HIGH Active LOW Lapsed Non-User

Expectations of banks to provide tool - DONE

Themes

- split down the middle

- some participants didn't expect it and were

suspicious - what's the bank trying to sell?

trying to sneak in?

- the other half did expect it - it makes sense

for a credit card company to offer a credit

monitoring tool - company already has their

personal financial information and can be

more trusted to protect their information. 

- as a result, there is some more trust in the

banks. this is an advantage that C1 has.

- 2 people mentioned that there's an onus

for banks to provide these banks; that

banks can help with educating and

improving the score

Upmarket

Core

Underserved

Active HIGH Active LOW Lapsed Non-User

Main benefit besides score

Themes

- convenience - accessing score within the

C1 app 

- being able to stay on top of / track the

actual score number (more of passive

monitoring)

- monitoring for fraud and suspicious activity

- helping to set goals and take actions

(make payments, save money, not take out

loans) to raise score 

- educational benefits - score breakdown,

report, what is affecting the credit score,

tips

Upmarket

Core

Underserved

Active HIGH Active LOW Lapsed Non-User

Top Craving - DONE

Themes

- all regular loans payments should be

included

- consistency across the two bureaus -

loans + bankruptcies should show up in

both (2)

- show scores from both bureaus 

- how to raise her credit limit (3)

- alerts / notifications about her score, new

inquiries (2)

- suggestions for loans and credit cards that

you're eligible for

- guided coaching / actionable steps to

improve her credit (3)

- download a copy of your credit report (2)

Discovered

Credit Keeper

while exploring

in Capital One

account

(BRENDA)

Saw a Facebook

ad for Borrowell

(BRENDA)

TOOL DISCOVERY:

Noticed Credit Keeper

while checking her

balance; was curious

about her score and

the breakdown about

why her score was

what it was

(GABRIELLE)

Discovered

Credit Keeper

in her Capital

One app

(JANEL)

Saw an ad on

Facebook or

Instagram for

Mogo (JANEL)

Discovered

Credit Keeper

while exploring

his account on

his phone

(JAMAL)

"I always check - that's what I love

about Capital One. Every week you can

check your credit score. It's like a little

game - has it gone up, has it gone

down, and then they give you the

information about what you did good,

what you did bad." - Brenda, 10:14

After consumer

proposal, score was

at 300. Started to

monitor, to see score

go up as she used her

credit card and made

payments on time.

(BRENDA)

Aware that Credit

Keeper score

updates weekly

and Borrowell is

once a month.

(BRENDA)

Took a couple of

months to

realize she had

Credit Keeper in

her account.

(BRENDA)

"I just didn't look. I didn't

explore the online app

enough. I just worried more

about making payments." -

Brenda, 22:03

To see if she's on

track - sometimes

her score goes up,

sometimes it goes

down. (BRENDA)

Borrowell has a feature

that helps her understand

why her score might have

gone down. It shows if

she misses any payments

on a monthly basis.

(BRENDA)

Did not check her

score before consumer

proposal - Did not see

the value because she

wasn't interested in

getting a loan for a car

or a house. (BRENDA)

"I was always like - if I don't have

cash, I'm not paying for it. I'm not

interested in having credit. But

once you get older, you start

thinking. You get tired and think

I'm not going to work forever." -

Brenda - 28:41

Checked her score

less than once a

week while off work

for a workplace

injury, as her

paycheck dates

shifted. (BRENDA)

Logs in every day

to check that her

payments have

gone through and

there are no

double charges.

(BRENDA)

Checks credit

score while

logged in to her

account to check

payments.

(BRENDA)

Starts by

checking the

score

(number) first.

(BRENDA)

Checks 'percentage of

available credit used'

and 'number of

inquiries'. Understands

that these both have a

high impact on her

credit score. (BRENDA)

Checks 'available

credit across all

accounts' - Important

to know payment due

dates & how much

money she has to pay

her bills. (BRENDA) 

Checks score

history & finds it

helpful - she can

attribute events/

reasons to the

highs & lows

(BRENDA)

Does not check age

of oldest account -

doesn't understand

how this is valuable

or helps with her

credit score

(BRENDA)

Frustrated that the

accounts section

does not update in

real time, but

instead can take up

to a month.

(BRENDA)
Frustrated that one of

her major loans for her

trailer does not show up

in Credit Keeper/

Transunion accounts, but

does show up in

Borrowell/Equifax.

(BRENDA)

Checking the score

helps her with

rebuilding her

credit since the

consumer proposal.

(BRENDA)

"It's helping me get my

credit score up.

Because I need to get

my score higher right?" -

Brenda, 46:09

Checking the

score helps her

understand her

likelihood to

qualify for a

loan. (BRENDA)

"I'm hoping to have enough for

a good downpayment where I

might have to borrow money

and I'm going to need a good

credit score in order to borrow

that money." - Brenda, 46:09

Aware of her

credit score but

did not provide

a number.

(BRENDA)

Very disappointed.

Does not want the

tool to go away at

all, because it is so

helpful to her.

(BRENDA)

"I hope not! I would be really

disappointed. It's almost like an

addiction. It's like an ongoing

education. I find it helpful and

useful. I would be really sad." -

Brenda, 47:45

"I find for me, and I think if you

want people's credit to go up, this

is a great tool. If they want to build

their credit and be more

responsible, and be in a better

financial place, this is a good tool

to have." - Brenda, 47:45

Believes the tool

not only helps her,

but others like her

going through a

rebuild journey.

(BRENDA)

Would stick to

Borrowell, but

does not trust

Borrowell as

much as Capital

One. (BRENDA)

Trusts Capital One

because she has a

credit card with

them and has

provided financial

information to

them. (BRENDA)

Found this confusing

and was hesitant.

Mentions that she

purposefully gave her

information to Capital

One, not another

company. (BRENDA)

Banks with TD, RBC

and EQ but does not

trust these banks or

want to use a credit

monitoring tool from

them. (BRENDA)

Trusts Capital One

more to provide

credit monitoring

because they are a

credit card

company.

(BRENDA).

Credit Keeper

keeps her on track

with raising her

score, and gives

her tips and

learnings on how

to do it. (BRENDA)

"I love the little tips. It keeps me on

track. It's like a bible. If you forget

the rules, it's like you go back to the

bible. If you forget, you can easily go

back to your old ways. But when you

check, it keeps you on track." -

Brenda, 56:03

Would like other

loans or even her

consumer proposal

to be included,

because she is

paying them down

regularly. (BRENDA)

SCORE BREAKDOWN:

KNOWLEDGE OF SCORE:

FIRST-TIME USE:

FREQUENCY OVER TIME:

REASONS, PROMPTS, MOTIVATIONS FOR CHECKING:

FEELING IF CREDIT KEEPER NO LONGER AVAILABLE:

OPINION ON ACCOUNT TRANSFER:

WHAT TO DO/USE INSTEAD:

EXPECTATIONS OF BANKS TO PROVIDE TOOL:

MAIN BENEFIT BESIDES SCORE:

TOP CRAVING:

Highly

disappointed

1x - 2x a

week (Credit

Keeper)

1x a month

(Borrowell)

SCORE BREAKDOWN:

MY ACCOUNTS:

TOOL DISCOVERY:

FIRST-TIME USE:

WHAT TO DO/USE INSTEAD:

MAIN BENEFIT BESIDES SCORE:

TOP CRAVING:

Highly

disappointed

Noticed a defaulted

loan in his account

that wasn't his. Was

able to call and have it

removed, which

improved his credit

score (ADRIEN)

Pretty good / fair

score; does not

give a number

(ADRIEN)

Recalls receiving an

email from Capital One

after he got his card 3

years ago telling him

about Credit Keeper;

that he could check his

score and it wouldn't

hurt his credit (ADRIEN)

After his bankruptcy

& getting a credit

card again, he was

interested in seeing

how he was doing +

where his score was

(ADRIEN)

Started using

Credit Keeper

3 years ago

(ADRIEN)

Because he is in the

process of getting a

mortgage, it's very

important for him to

monitor his score to

ensure the mortgage

is approved (ADRIEN)

"I'm going for a mortgage, so it's

important to keep track of my credit. Is

there anything harming it, can I be

stopped from getting the mortgage?

Did I do something that I shouldn't

have? Has someone run a credit app

on me that I didn't know about?" -

Adrien, 12:32

In 2011, went through a scary

identity theft situation where

someone stole his SIN,

applied for a mortgage in his

name and amassed a huge

amount of debt. Everything

was cleared, but he now

monitors his score for

security/fraud reasons

(ADRIEN)

Logs in on his

desktop and

mobile device

equally; feels like

desktop is a bit

more secure

(ADRIEN)

Logs into

account

every 2-3

days

(ADRIEN)

Does not check his

score every time he

logs into his

account - logs in

every 2-3 days,

checks score 1x-2x

a month (ADRIEN)

1x a month

(Credit

Keeper)

Because they are in

the process of

getting a mortgage,

has started checking

3-4 times a month

(ADRIEN)

Checks his

score first and

the date that it

was updated

(ADRIEN)

Checks this section to

see if there is anything

new in there that he

doesn't recognize.

That's how he found

the loan on his account

that wasn't his

(ADRIEN)

Checks percent of

payments made on time -

wants to make sure his

payments are being

posted and knows this

will help his score and

make him look good to

the bank (ADRIEN)

Checks number of

total inquiries - this is

helpful to protect

against fraud. If the

number was high, he

would look into what

was going on.

(ADRIEN)

"I look at what my inquiries are, to see if

something has jumped up, like 5-10

requests in the last week. Was it me? Did I

get hit? It goes back to the person in BC

who was impersonating me. I take a bit

more precaution and diligence to make

sure no one is doing anything with my

credit." - Adrien, 26:16 

Age of oldest

account - this

doesn't seem

important or like

it should matter

(ADRIEN) Available credit -

doesn't make sense

to him either. He

knows based on his

two cards and

checking his

account (ADRIEN)

Would love to get alerts if

there is suspicious activity,

gives the example of more

than 2 inquiries in a week.

Maybe a text message or

notification on the mobile

app. (ADRIEN)

It's convenient to

check Credit

Keeper while

logged in to his

Capital One

account (ADRIEN)

UI DESIGN:

Likes the layout

of Credit

Keeper, calls it

simple and

efficient

(ADRIEN)

"It's nice, because of the fact I

can go in there. It's

convenient. I can go in there

any time, everything's good

and everything's fine." -

Adrien, 31:48

Would be upset and

disappointed because

it's easier to check

Credit Keeper than

send off for a report

from TransUnion

(ADRIEN)

"I'd be kind of upset. It's a very

useful tool. To check my score at

any time, not have to fill out

papers to TransUnion to find out

where I am, my score, what loans

are on my account. - Adrien,

35:31

Would use

TransUnion

because it's the

only other tool he

trusts. Does not

trust online tools

(ADRIEN)

"I would go through TransUnion. I

would hate to try and find

something online, because you

don't know who will be reputable

and tell you the exact truth and

what's going on." - Adrien, 36:05

Would not be

interested in account

transfer unless it

offered the same

features and

information and was

as good as Credit

Keeper (ADRIEN)

He would want to

make sure the new

company is reputable

and would also want

to consent to them

having his financial

information (ADRIEN)

"I just want to make sure it's a

reputable company, vs. just giving

them my information and saying

here you go. They have to get my

consent first before hand, I don't

want anyone to have my

information (ADRIEN)

Not aware of any

other competitors,

believes they are

all US based

(ADRIEN)

It would be nice if the

banks did and if they

offered the credit

monitoring for free,

vs. having to pay for

TransUnion report

(ADRIEN)

"I'd be disappointed. It wouldn't stop

me from using Capital One because

they helped to get me where I am with

my credit, but I would be disappointed

because I wouldn't have that ability to

look at my score and see where

everything is." - Adrien, 41:29

Sense of security - he

knows what is going

on with his credit all

the time. Gives him a

sense of hope and

makes him feel good

(ADRIEN)

Upmarket

Core

Underserved

Active HIGH Active LOW Lapsed Non-User

Overall CK Feedback (UI, etc) - DONE

Themes

UX = easy to take in information

- visually appealing

- easier to understand

- simple and efficient

- straightforward and less to look at

(in a good way)

- good knowing what number she

needs to reach next category

- using 'poor' is a poor word choice?

- called it better than competitors

without prompt

SCORE BREAKDOWN:

MY ACCOUNTS:

TOOL DISCOVERY:

FIRST-TIME USE:

REASONS, PROMPTS, MOTIVATIONS FOR CHECKING:

WHAT TO DO/USE INSTEAD:

EXPECTATIONS OF BANKS TO PROVIDE TOOL:

MAIN BENEFIT BESIDES SCORE:

TOP CRAVING:

Not

disappointed

Checked a few days

ago, thinks it is 649

(APRIL)

Cannot recall her

initial reason to

check her score;

says it was years

and years ago

(APRIL)

Discovered

Credit Keeper

when logging in

to her account

one day (APRIL)

Saw

commercials or

ads for

Borrowell and

Credit Karma

(APRIL)

"I just like to see how it's

improving. Eventually I will have

to borrow to buy a truck, and it's

hard to do that if it's not good.

640 is not great, but it's better

than 440, which is what i was at

before." - April, 9:47

Monitors her score

to see that it's

improving; knows

having good credit

will increase her

borrowing power

(APRIL)

1x a week

(Borrowell)

Has only checked

Credit Keeper once

since sign up

Not currently

using Credit

Karma

Will monitor what's

going if, if her

payments have

gone through, the

current balance

and available credit

(APRIL)

Does not check right

now because the

score isn't right.

Mentions she would

check more often if

the score was correct

because it's right on

her phone (APRIL)

Checked

Credit Keeper

for the first

time a month

ago (APRIL)

Monitors her credit

to make sure it is

accurate and there

are no instances of

fraud (APRIL)

"It helps me monitor to make sure I

don't have any inaccuracies, to

make sure I don't have anyone

else's information. It helps with the

sense of security, that no one has

stolen my identity or credit." - April,

23:20

Doesn't spend too much

time looking at Score

Breakdown because she

feels like the only things

she can change are

'payments made on time'

and 'available credit' -

everything else is out of

her control (APRIL)

Checking accounts

is helpful because

she can see what is

open, closed and if

there is anything

outstanding (APRIL)

Using Borrowell:

Has not

changed her

frequency of

checking over

time (APRIL)

Looks at

credit score

and credit

report

(APRIL)

Checks her credit

report for any

discrepancies. Likes

that her bankruptcy

has been fixed on

Borrowell and is

correct (APRIL)

Looks at

recommendations, to

see what type of loan

she would be able to get

with her credit rating.

Looks more for fun right

now, vs. taking any

action (APRIL)

Checks inquiries

to make sure

she knows who

is checking her

credit (APRIL)

Indifferent. Does

not value Credit

Keeper or have an

interest in using it

because the score

is incorrect (APRIL)

"Indifferent. Because it's not right.

If it was correct and working

properly, I might care more.

Because there are other options

out there that are free, I would

keep using them." - April, 40:10

Wants to know if

she would still

be able to

access Credit

Keeper within

the app (APRIL)

If she had to log in

another tool

separately, it would

be frustrating. Would

rather use a

competitor instead

(APRIL)

Does like that

Credit Keeper and

her credit cards are

all in the same

place, in the same

app. (APRIL)

Concerned about

access to her

private financial

information going

to a 3rd party

(APRIL)

"I would like to make sure that

whatever 3rd party is involved is not

getting access to my credit card

information. Capital One knows what

I'm doing with my credit card. I don't

need some other 3rd party knowing

that." - April, 42:36

Would continue

using Borrowell,

because it's free,

she has an account

already and the

score/information is

correct (APRIL)

Doesn't expect

banks to offer

the tool; does

not trust the

banks (APRIL)

"I don't expect a whole

lot from my banking

institutions. I expect

them to take my

money." - April, 42:39

Will keep her

Capital One card,

which has been

helpful/good for

her to have (APRIL)

Seeing the credit

report. The score

is just a number.

The report is

more important

(APRIL)

Wants her

score to be

fixed in Credit

Keeper

(APRIL)

Upmarket

Core

Underserved

Active HIGH Active LOW Lapsed Non-User

Using Other Tools Likes / Dislikes - DONE

Differences from CK

- recommendations on credit cards and loans they would

qualify for (Borrowell, Credit Karma)

- email updates / alerts (Borrowell, Credit Karma, Equifax)

- ability to download PDF of credit report (Borrowell, Credit

Karma)

- ability to see new inquiries (hard checks) - (Borrowell,

Credit Karma, Mogo)

- shows 30/60/90 days late payments (Equifax) 

- *** shows both TransUnion and Equifax scores (Credit

Karma USA only)

- Experian (USA only)

- new credit bureau in the US offering their own calculated

FICO score, founded 1996 

- has something called Experian Boost - you link your bank

account and it takes into account all your regular payments

, can bump up score

- can dispute credit disputes through them

- offers credit monitoring for all 3 bureaus (themselves,

Equifax, TransUnion)

- TransUnion also offers Experian and Equifax report 

Open link

FIRST-TIME USE:
REASONS, PROMPTS, MOTIVATIONS FOR

CHECKING:

INITIAL REASON TO CHECK:

EXPECTATIONS OF BANKS TO PROVIDE TOOL:

Aware of her

score, recalls

it to be 598

(LEAH)

Saw a Facebook

ad; it appealed

to her that

Credit Karma

was free (LEAH)

Started using

Credit Karma

around 6

months ago

(LEAH)

In the past, has used

Equifax because she

had been denied

credit. Requested a

copy of her credit

report in the mail

(LEAH)

"I had been denied credit at one

point. I wanted to know what

kinds of things were being

reported and why it was the

score that it was." - Leah, 7:27

Rebuild -

ADD MORE

"My card is helping me to

build my credit. It reports

when I make payments on

time and that reflects in a

positive way." - Leah, 7:59

UNAWARE OF CREDIT KEEPER:

Has never

heard of

Credit Keeper

(LEAH)

Interested in

checking it out.

It's free and she

is happy with

Capital One's

services (LEAH)

Every 1-2

months

(Credit

Karma)

Prompted to

check Credit

Karma when she

receives email

updates (LEAH)

"They send me email updates

and if there's been a change, or

if it's been reported differently. I

think I just check it when I get a

notification from them." - Leah,

10:57

Before the

bankruptcy, was not

as aware of her

credit situation. Did

not check her score

regularly (LEAH)

"Since I went through the

bankruptcy, I'm more

aware of my credit

situation. I'm very careful

with it now." - Leah, 11:40

Helpful to see her

score right away,

along with the last

report date and the

next update

(LEAH) 

Way to check credit

score history. Has

bar + line graphs

that show the

improvements and

how well she's doing

(LEAH)

Shows what is opened/

reported on her

accounts. She can

inquire and find out if

anything is going on

(LEAH)

There are offers for

credit cards she is

eligible for, but most

of them are for

Capital One (which

she already has, so

not helpful) - (LEAH)

Mentioned that when

her credit score is

better, she would like

to get a card from

Capital One with

more incentives / a

better offer (LEAH)

Tried during the

interview to sign up

for Credit Keeper on

her own personal

phone; encountered

an error (something

went wrong) and is

frustrated (LEAH) 

Reflects back to

goal of getting a

Jeep, wants good

credit to qualify for

future car loan

(LEAH)

"If I'm going to purchase a vehicle, it

would be a really a great, great

thing to have better credit. So I

guess monitoring my credit and

making sure that it's good is a

bonus." - Leah, 17:20

Doesn't like the use

of the word 'poor' to

describe her score.

Could be framed

more positively 'your

score needs help.'

(LEAH)

Really likes the Score

Breakdown. Mentions

that it's not available

on Credit Karma. Likes

how it shows ways to

build your credit and

number of inquiries

(LEAH)

Score history is

similar to Credit

Karma. Still

helpful to see it

here. (LEAH)

Does not expect

banks to provide

credit monitoring

tools - not

something they

would do (LEAH)

Upmarket

Core

Underserved

Active HIGH Active LOW Lapsed Non-User

Unaware of Credit Keeper - DONE

Themes

- the non-users we spoke to were unaware

of credit keeper - that was the main reason

for not using it. (that's better than it not

meeting a need or another bad reason)

- reasons for being unaware: thinking the

CK widget in EASE was an ad. only

checking capital one mobile app so never

seeing the 'sign up' widget (that is currently

only on EASE) 

- once the non-users found out about CK,

they were super super keen/excited to start

using it. a couple of people went to look it

up before when they heard about it from

the recruiter, some said they were going to

do it as soon as the interview was done.

one signed up during.

- one lapsed user vaguely recalled seeing it

in his account once he saw the prototype.

- hypothesis - we will have to see from the

quant why lapsed users are not using the

tool after the initial sign up.

- hypothesis - similar to high and low

frequency, do lapsed users consider

themselves lapsed? what if infrequent

checking is meeting their needs? or if you

are upmarket/healthy, it's just not that

important.  

FIRST-TIME USE:

INITIAL REASON TO CHECK:

WHAT TO DO/USE INSTEAD:

MAIN BENEFIT BESIDES SCORE:

Somewhat

disappointed

Aware of her score

but doesn't

remember / feel

comfortable sharing

(MELISSA)

Started using

Credit Karma

and Borrowell

in 2019

(MELISSA)

Heard about Credit

Karma from a

commercial and

Borrowell from a FB

ad or a commercial

(MELISSA)

It was appealing to be

able check her score in

real time on her phone

and get updates instead

of getting a copy of her

report from Equifax

through the mail

(MELISSA)

Unaware of

Credit Keeper,

did not know it

existed

(MELISSA)

First reaction to

hearing about Credit

Keeper was very

positive - believes it's a

sign that the credit

card company cares

about its customers

(MELISSA)

"It's great that a credit card

company actually does that

instead of a third party ... It shows

that they [the bank] actually care

about us and wants us to do well."

- Melissa, 18:53

1x a week

(Credit

Karma)

Forgets she has

Borrowell; doesn't

think about it too

often. The name

Borrowell isn't

memorable.

(MELISSA)

Rarely

checks

Borrowell 

Gets an email update

from Credit Karma once

a week. Only checks

when she gets the

update. She actually

looks forward to getting

the alerts. (MELISSA)

It's helpful to check on

past loans in her

account that were

affecting her score.

Was able to check her

past bankruptcy date

(MELISSA)

"It's just being more aware of what's

happening and how it affects me ... So

when it comes to my credit, do I want to

choose something that will affect me

badly or not choose? I'm choosing

something that will affect me positively

and help me increase [my score]." -

Melissa, 34:49

Frequency of

checking has not

changed over

time; it's always

been once a

week (MELISSA)

"I get excited! When it goes up, I do a

little happy dance. Coming from this

bankruptcy background, you're like,

is it ever going to be off my history?

To then see myself improve, I got to

take the little things." - Melissa, 23:26

Checking her score

and seeing it improve/

go up is a source of

happiness, excitement

and personal growth

for her (MELISSA)

Looks at her credit

score & credit

report, to see if

there are any new

inquiries (MELISSA)

Sometimes checks to see

what's new in her

recommendations for credit

cards or personal; likes

knowing her changes of

being approved and not

having to fear being turned

down because of the

bankruptcy (MELISSA)

New inquiries are helpful

- she is looking for

anything that is out of

place and also helps her

understand how new

inquiries affect her credit

score (MELISSA)

Cannot think of

anything

unhelpful in

Credit Karma,

likes the tool

(MELISSA)

Getting the update

helps her stay on top

of her spending and

make good decisions

because she knows it

will help her raise her

score. (MELISSA)

"It's an opportunity for personal

growth. Seeing that number grow

makes me feel better about myself.

It makes me feel like I'm taking

ahold of something and changing

my life. - Melissa, 36:30

Confirms that she has

not seen Credit

Keeper before in her

online account.

Doesn't check on

desktop EASE, mostly

uses her phone

(MELISSA)

Very interested

and excited to

see what Credit

Keeper looks like

(MELISSA)

For credit rating,

'poor is a tough

terminology.

Maybe it could be

'needs

improvement'

(MELISSA) 

Likes seeing the

different categories

and know what

number she needs

to hit to reach the

next category

(MELISSA)

In the Score

Breakdown, 'age of

last account' and

'number of total

inquiries' are both

helpful (MELISSA)

Likes the Score

History, that the

graph is a helpful

visual and shows

how her score is

improving over the

months (MELISSA)

In My Accounts, seeing

the open and closed 

accounts is very helpful

to make sure she hasn't

missed anything (like an

old bill) or if someone is

stealing her identity

(MELISSA)

"I want to use it! I want to know

where I am on the little dots. I want

to just see it. I think there's so much

information here, that it's gonna help

so many different people know

what's happening in their financial

lives." - Melissa, 48:07

States that Credit

Keeper combines

everything from

Borrowell and

Credit Karma in a

good way

(MELISSA)

Would be

disappointed to know

that it's not going to be

there/available any

more. Thinks it's great

and hopes that Capital

One keeps it.

(MELISSA)

Now that she's

aware of Credit

Keeper, is very

interested in using

the tool for herself

(MELISSA)

Does not expect the

banks to provide a

credit monitoring tool,

but thinks it's nice that

they want to make an

effort to help her

improve her score

(MELISSA)

Will continue using Credit

Karma, her current tool

(MELISSA)

For Credit Keeper -

likes how easy it is to

use and understand,

that it's in basic

language vs.

financial language

(MELISSA)

FIRST-TIME USE:

FREQUENCY OVER TIME:

INITIAL REASON TO CHECK:

LOGGING IN TO CAPITAL ONE

OPINION ON ACCOUNT TRANSFER:

WHAT TO DO/USE INSTEAD:

TOP CRAVING:

Highly

disappointed

Believes it to be

around 720, but

can't recall the

exact number

(GABRIELLE)

Discovered

Credit Keeper

after she got her

Capital One

credit card

(GABRIELLE)

Score Breakdown is

educational for her -

for example, didn't

know that number of

inquiries could

impact her score

(GABRIELLE)

Mostly curiosity - it

was her first time

learning what her

score was and the

factors that

contributed to it

(GABRIELLE)

1x a

week (Cre

dit

Keeper)

Used to check 2x a

week when her

score was a bit

lower; checks 1x a

week now that her

score has gone up

(GABRIELLE)

"When it was lower, I wanted to check

more to see whether it was going up. I

was spending a lot of my available

credit so I wanted to see how it was

impacted. I wanted to see how it would

grow. Once it was up, I felt like I didn't

need to check it as much." - Gabrielle,

4:12 (third recording)

It's very convenient

for her to check her

score in the Capital

One app, vs.

receiving emails from

Borrowell

(GABRIELLE)

"Emails are not as convenient as an

app, just because everything is

streamlined in one place ... It's not as

convenient as the Capital One app."

- Gabrielle, 5:25 (third recording)

"I use my fingerprint [to log in] to

the app and then just press

credit score and it's right there

... you can just go in and check

it." - Gabrielle, 7:22 (third

recording)

"It's like checking my email or social

media - it's like something I should

check. It's part of my routine to see

how much money I have and where

my credit is sitting. I do it once a

week." - Gabrielle, 12:38 (third

recording)

She checks her score

as part of checking in

overall on her

finances, as part of a

routine. Checks

WealthSimple as part

of this. (GABRIELLE)

"I look at my score and then scroll and see

what is impacting my score to see what it

represents. I wanna know what the score

means, what affects it. If I'm doing well on

making payments on time, or monitor my credit

usage, impact on score, see what can be

adjusted to increase it." - Gabrielle, 13:55 (third

recording)

Checking Credit Keeper is

educational for her, as she

is new to credit; wants to

understand what her

score means and what is

impacting it so she can

continue to increase her

score (GABRIELLE)

In the Score breakdown,

payments made on time

and available credit used

are the most helpful/

important to her. Serves as

a reminder that if she

spends on her credit card,

she has to pay it back.

(GABRIELLE)

Logs in to Capital

One to check her

balance and

available credit;

uses mobile app

(GABRIELLE)

Always checks her

credit score in the

app after checking

her credit card

balance; it's very easy

to check at the same

time (GABRIELLE)

Looks at Score

History to make

sure that overall,

her score is

going up

(GABRIELLE)

Has never clicked into My

Accounts intentionally -

she hasn't taken any loans

and only has one credit

card so it's not useful for

her (GABRIELLE)

More information

on how to raise

her credit limit, as

she doesn't know

how to do that

(GABRIELLE)

"I have no idea what this looks

like or how it would play out in y

life because I have never

thought about mortgages and

loans and stuff." - Gabrielle,

24:33 (third recording)

Much more likely to

cancel her card and

get one with another

bank if Credit Keeper

was no longer

available. (GABRIELLE)

Would love to get

push notifications

from Capital One

about her score

(GABRIELLE)

"I'd feel sad. There is very little that drew

me to Capital One in the first place. It was

whatever company approved me first. But

finding out about Credit Keeper through the

app is a reason to stay. I wouldn't be

inclined to keep my account very long if I

couldn't check my credit score." - Gabrielle,

25:50 (third recording)

"I wanted this account to build my score

and I know that having credit account for

longer would increase my score ... Taking

that away takes away my ability to achieve

and measure that. It wouldn't make Capital

One special in anyway. The fact that there is

a credit score makes my Capital One

account more valuable." - Gabrielle, 25:50

(third recording)

Taking away Credit

Keeper takes away her

ability to track how she

is increasing her score,

which is one of her

financial goals

(GABRIELLE)

Wouldn't feel too

different if it was

still available

through the app

(GABRIELLE)

If it had to be

accessed through a

different website

and login, it would

be very frustrating

(GABRIELLE)

She would start

using Borrowell

again and more

frequently. She

already has an

account and it's

free (GABRIELLE)

Convenience of

accessing her

score & score

breakdown

information within

the Capital One

app (GABRIELLE)

"I wouldn't feel very positive

about Capital One because

removing it would feel like the

company isn't taking the user's

value into account. Feels like

neglect to its clients." - Gabrielle,

30:41 (third recording)

Expects Capital

One to offer credit

monitoring to its

customers; to not

do it would be

neglectful

(GABRIELLE)

CURRENT FREQUENCY: 

FIRST-TIME USE:

OPINION ON ACCOUNT TRANSFER:

TOP CRAVING:

Highly

disappointed

"Even just being able to apply for a

loan or have a higher limit on your

credit card so that if things come up,

you're not stressing about it ... you

don't have to work overtime because

the money is there. You're not

restricted by what's in your bank

account" - Janel, 4:04

Having good credit

gives her financial

stability, in that she

has access to credit

if there is an

emergency (JANEL)

Somewhere

between Fair and

Good (does not

want to share

exact number) -

(JANEL)

Checked out of

curiosity. It wasn't

motivating or

helpful to check for

the first time,

because it was so

bad (JANEL)

Was aware of her

score while she

was in college but

she didn't value it

in the same way

(JANEL)

"When I started college, I was aware

of it. But I didn't have the same

consciousness around it ... I didn't

value it the way that I should have.

And then around the age of 25, I was

like, oh I need to care about this

more." - Janel, 14:19

Started using

Credit Keeper 3

years ago when

she got her

Capital One card

(JANEL)

Started

using Mogo

1 year ago

(JANEL)

Ordered a copy

of her full report

from Equifax 1

year ago

(JANEL)

1x a

week (Cre

dit

Keeper)

1x a

month 

(Mogo)

Since her score went

down after getting the

Canadian Tire card, she

is demotivated. It's

upsetting to check the

score and she checks

slightly less often

(JANEL)

Check her

balance and

figure out how

much to pay on

her card (JANEL)

Sometimes checks

her score while

logged in to look at

credit card, but

sometimes checks

score intentionally

on her own (JANEL)

"I do log in more

intentionally. I think

monthly, I'll do a bigger,

deeper dive just into my

credit." - Janel, 27:59

Aware that Credit

Keeper updates once a

week. Would note the

date and make sure to

come back and see if

there were any

differences in the score

(JANEL)

"I take it super personally when I'm not where I

want to be with my credit. That's probably why

I would look at it once a week just for the

positive reassurance. It would make me happy

if it was a good score. But when I see those big

drops, that's definitely saddening and probably

pulling on some emotional strings." - Janel,

35:04

Checking her score

brings up strong

emotions -

happiness when it's

rising and sadness

when it drops

(JANEL)

Checks her score

first, and the

category her

score is in

(JANEL)

Really likes the

Score History

graph - Seeing

the line trend up

makes her

happy (JANEL)

Finds My Accounts

helpful, to see what is

open (her car loan and 2

credit cards) and closed

accounts, where she has

some balances and

knows they are affecting

her credit score (JANEL)

She checks the score

breakdown if her score

is good. If her score is

lower, she doesn't want

to see the deep dive in

the breakdown because

it brings her down

(JANEL)

Would be sad and

disappointed. It's a

benefit of having a

credit card with

Capital One and

helps her build her

credit (JANEL)

Uses information in

Credit Keeper to

rebuild her credit,

such as paying off

balances in her

closed account that

are affecting her

credit (JANEL)

"I should get rid of this account that's

showing up because it's clearly

affecting my credit. I'm going to work

on that and once I get rid of it, it's only

going to improve my credit. Setting

little goals like that, I find super useful."

- Janel, 40:36

"Me personally, I think I'd be sad and

disappointed just because it's

definitely something that I really use

with my credit card. I see the value in it

for someone my age, who is being

more intentional about building their

credit." - Janel, 43:49

Would be open

minded and

open to

change, would

try it (JANEL)

Trusts Capital One, says

they are an intentional

company who cares

about their customers

and would only do an

account transfer if it

meant better service for

its customers (JANEL)

Would use another

credit monitoring tool,

probably Mogo. But

not as often, because

it's not connected to

her credit card

(JANEL)

Believes that banks

should provide a

credit monitoring tool,

but not pressure

customers into using

other services along

with it (JANEL)

"I see the importance of a company like

Capital One giving extra tools so that

people can actually build their credit and

not create more debt ... It's not just a piece

of plastic. It can be trouble, but now with

Credit Keeper, I do feel like Capital One

cares about me as a customer. They want to

help me." - Janel, 47:29

Believes Capital One

cares about its

customers and

helping them to grow

their credit - she is not

a piece of plastic / just

the card (JANEL)

Suggestions of

things (loans, credit

cards) that she

would qualify for -

wants to see this in

Credit Keeper

(JANEL)

More guided

coaching and

actionable steps

to take to keep

improving her

credit (JANEL)

Credit Keeper has helped

her set goals and work

towards improving her

credit score. Her score is

an indication of the hard

work she's done in her life

(like making payments on

time) - (JANEL)

SCORE BREAKDOWN:

SCORE HISTORY:

MY ACCOUNTS:

FIRST-TIME USE:

REASONS, PROMPTS, MOTIVATIONS FOR CHECKING:

LIKELIHOOD TO CHECK SCORE WHILE LOGGED IN:

FEELING IF CREDIT KEEPER NO LONGER AVAILABLE:

OPINION ON ACCOUNT TRANSFER:

WHAT TO DO/USE INSTEAD:

EXPECTATIONS OF BANKS TO PROVIDE TOOL:

MAIN BENEFIT BESIDES SCORE:

TOP CRAVING:

Last checked his

score a month ago

when buying a

second hand car; in

the 700s but did not

provide the specific

number (JAMAL)

Never checked his score

until he went through the

restaurant loss; he knew

before that his score was

always good. Started

checking after as part of

building the score back

up (JAMAL)

"I never checked before. It wasn't

important because it was always good.

It was always in the 800s. Then when

it went down to 300 ... it's a big, big

chunk that impacts you. I'm working

on bringing it back to 850 like it used

to be." - Jamal, 12:06

"I'm working to bring it back

to 850. Eventually it's going

to come back! I do see it

increasing with Capital One."

- Jamal, 12:20

1x a week

(Credit

Keeper)Started using

Credit Keeper 1-

2 months after

getting his

Secured Card

(JAMAL)

Logs in to check his

balance & his credit

score. Says if he logs

in 10 times, he'll

check his score 7 out

of those 10 times

(JAMAL)

Typically

logs in on

mobile app

(JAMAL)

Typically checks

his credit card

balance and

makes payments

(JAMAL)

Started checking his

score regularly after

going through

hardship with the

restaurant 2-3 years

ago. Did not check

his score before that

(JAMAL)

Goal is to raise

his credit score

back to where it

used to be, in the

850s (JAMAL)

"Check my balance, check

my credit score ... It's just

there [in the app], it's one

check, it's one thing for

everything. It's better. -

Jamal, 39:04

It feels good to

check his score

and see it

continue to rise

(JAMAL)

"It feels good. That it's

coming back to where

it's supposed to be." -

Jamal, 23:50

In the score

breakdown, always

checks the number

'payments made on

time' as it's helpful

for staying on track

(JAMAL)

Normally checks his

score and sometimes

checks the Score

Breakdown; the

number itself is the

most important to him

(JAMAL)

Never noticed

the Score

History or My

Accounts tabs

before (JAMAL)

Would love to know

how to increase his

credit instead of

having to call

customer service for

a CLIP (JAMAL)

Really likes seeing Score

History - it's important and

nice to see the trend of

where his score is going

(JAMAL)

Really liked seeing

Score History; called it a

great tool and

mentioned he was

going to check it out on

his personal account

(JAMAL)

Liked seeing all

the details with

the balances,

cards, auto loans,

closed accounts,

etc. (JAMAL)

"Pay my payments on time, develop

my credit again, make sure I don't

miss any payments, make sure my

account is in good standing. All these

things, they bring back your credit to

the top ... Now I have control again." -

Jamal, 30:04

He is more in control

of his finances when it

comes to making

payments on time,

which helps to rebuild

his credit (JAMAL)

In Canada, life is

based on good credit

(different than in his

country). So it's

important to check

and know his score

(JAMAL)

It would be disappointing

because it's nice to have

access to his the score

instead of paying for a

report from Transunion

(which is a hit on his score).

Credit Keeper helps him

know where he's at and

where he's going (JAMAL)

Would still remain a

Capital One customer

and not cancel his

card, because Capital

One offered him a

card when no other

banks would (JAMAL)

Highly

disappointed

If he was still able to

check it on the

Capital One app, he

would be okay with

it. Checking on the

app works well for

him. (JAMAL)

He would request a

copy of his credit

report from the credit

bureau every year

(JAMAL)

Unaware of any

other competitors

and uninterested;

very happy with

Capital One and

Credit Keeper

(JAMAL)

"It's disappointing but if they

stop, I'm not going to cancel my

card. Because they helped. But

it would be disappointing, it's

nice to have in the app." -

Jamal, 40:45

Expects banks to offer a

credit monitoring tool

but believes that most

don't. Banks only

provide the score when

trying to sell something.

(JAMAL)

Would also like

to know more

actionable tips

on how to make

his credit score

better (JAMAL)

That the score is

available within the

Capital One app

along with the

balance and card

details - it's easy to

use and everything is

right there (JAMAL)

SCORE BREAKDOWN:

SCORE HISTORY:

CURRENT FREQUENCY: 

FIRST-TIME USE:

REASONS, PROMPTS, MOTIVATIONS FOR CHECKING:

TOP CRAVING:

Somewhat

disappointed

"They [Capital One] actually let me

have a credit card so I could actually

build back that credit. And now I have

good credit ... They've been with me

forever, longer than [my husband] has

been with me. It's kind of a loyalty

thing." - Sidney, 12:33

Aware of

credit score;

gave the

number 777

(SIDNEY)

Checks her

score whenever

she checks her

balance

(SIDNEY)

Logs into her

banking on

desktop

device

(SIDNEY)

"Whenever I check my Capital One

balance on my laptop, it comes up

as a nice little tool in the corner ...

Being able to check it so easily, I'm

more inclined to check it." - Sidney,

14:47

"I don't really look [at my

score] with much intention at

this point, since we're not

really looking to use it or buy

anything right now." - Sidney,

15:13

Started using

Credit Keeper

2-3 years ago

(SIDNEY)

Discovered

Credit Keeper

on her EASE

dashboard; it

was easy to

check (SIDNEY)

2-3 years ago, she

was curious to see

if her score was

improving because

she had such bad

credit in the past

(SIDNEY)

Checks her

balance, sees

what she owes

and tracks her

spending

(SIDNEY)

1x a week (looks at

score in Credit

Keeper EASE

widget)

Quarterly/Semi-

annually (clicks in

to use Credit

Keeper tool)

Looks at score only

every time she logs

into online banking

(1x a week), but only

clicks in to use the

tool a few times a

year. (SIDNEY)

Because her and her

husband are not

looking to make any

big purchases (house,

car) in the foreseeable

future, she is not as

focused on her credit

(SIDNEY)

Having good credit

gives her purchasing

power when

opportunities (like

upgrading the house

or purchasing land)

come up (SIDNEY)

"It's important to have good

credit so we have purchasing

power. So I'm able, when the

opportunities come up, not be

denied because I have bad

credit." - Sidney, 24:28

"I'm pretty competitive so it needs

to keep going up. It comes from a

place of my credit score being so

low that no one would give me a

credit card, and now that it's good, I

want it to be great." - Sidney, 22:29

Continuing to

rebuild and raise

her credit score

after financial

hardships in her

20s. (SIDNEY)

Percentage of

payments made on

time - this is very

important to her, she

is a stickler for

making payments on

time (SIDNEY)

Total debt available

across all accounts -

this is helpful for

tracking how much

debt she has to pay

down (SIDNEY)

"There's nothing on here [score

breakdown] that I wouldn't use. It's

more convenient. I could figure it

out on my own, but here it's just

available. It takes the work out of

it." - Sidney, 27:43

Has never clicked on

the Score History tab

- did not realize it

was available

(SIDNEY)

Has never clicked

on the My

Accounts tab - did

not realize it was

available (SIDNEY)

Liked seeing the

graph in Score

History, particularly

the line trending

upwards as her

score improved

(SIDNEY)

Finds My Accounts

very convenient.

Mentioned she is

currently tracking the

same information in

her own personal

spreadsheet, so finds

this helpful. (SIDNEY)

My Accounts would

also be helpful for

fraud, in being able

to see if there are

any accounts she did

not sign up for

(SIDNEY)

Would be annoying,

especially after

learning in the

interview about Score

History & My

Accounts section

(SIDNEY)

At this point in her

life, seeing her

score is convenient

but not a necessity,

so she would get

over it (SIDNEY)

If Credit Keeper went

away earlier in her life

when she was actively

rebuilding her credit,

she would've been

very disappointed

(SIDNEY)

"I would be annoyed, but in the

grand scheme of things I would

get over it. Getting to see my

credit score is convenient and

nice, but it's not a necessity." -

Sidney, 37:35

Concerned about

the security of her

private data being

bought and sold

(SIDNEY)

Switching her

account would be

more frustrating and

concerning to her vs.

Capital One

removing the tool

entirely (SIDNEY)

Suspicious

about Capital

One's motive to

switch the

account over

(SIDNEY)

"What's your motive? We have a

lot of questions for the big banks.

How much more money are you

making by switching ... are you

getting it cheaper? Passing it on

to us? All the conspiracies" -

Sidney - 43:59

More and more credit

card companies are

offering credit

monitoring as an

option, would likely

use something like

this (SIDNEY)

"It would almost seem like you're

taking away an advantage for the

card. I would be more inclined to

go with the credit card company

that has a credit keeper thing

than not." - Sidney, 45:44

Yes, expects this

from the banks.

Most credit card

companies have a

program or way of

tracking credit

(SIDNEY)

Keeping track of her

credit score and

making sure no one

has stolen her

information or opened

an account in her

name (SIDNEY)

An option to

increase your limit,

instead of having to

be wait to be

chosen for an

arbitrary credit limit

increase (SIDNEY)

CURRENT FREQUENCY: 

FIRST-TIME USE:

Aware of credit

score, believes it

is around 686

from what she

can remember

(BELLA)

Had bills in

collections, was

interested in seeing

the score go up as

her bills were paid

off (BELLA)

"Do you know, when I finally got

my first ever new car, waiting for

that to show up on my credit

score was exciting, because then

as I was making my [car]

payments, my credit has gotten

better." - Bella, 10:41

Has starting checking

her score in Credit

Keeper more in the last

few months since she

started making more

money at her new job

and is able to pay off her

credit card debt more.

(BELLA)

Discovered Credit

Keeper in the

bottom navigation

one day when she

went on her mobile

phone to check her

balance. (BELLA)
Credit Keeper is

straightforward and has

less to look at (in a good

way), as compared to

Credit Karma which has a

lot of ads + dropdowns

which make the page

confusing. (BELLA)

"When I look at my credit

score, I want to see what I

owe, how much I owe, and if

my payments were made on

time. That's what Capital One

gives me." - Bella, 16:57

Checked Credit

Keeper for the

first time a few

months ago

(BELLA)

Assumes that

Credit Keeper

doesn't update

super frequently, so

she doesn't check it

as often often.

(BELLA)

Frustrated that the

accounts section

does not update in

real time, and that it

takes a couple of

days for payments

to post (BELLA)

Uses mobile

phone app

(BELLA)

Looks when

payments are

posted, current

balance and

payment due

date. (BELLA)

Checks her credit

score everytime

she opens the app,

because it's easily

visible and

available. (BELLA)

"If I have the app open, it

[credit score] is clear at the

bottom. It's kind of enticing to

just click on it just to see

what my score is." - Bella,

24:40

"I opened it up and it was 689. It makes

me feel good, because I remember

when it was 636. It makes me feel

proud of myself that it's getting up

there. I want to continue to work hard

and keep my bills paid on time." - Bella,

25:47

Checks the

Account section the

most; monitors her

student loans and

car loans there.

(BELLA)

Helpful to see the

total balance owed,

to know how much

she owes and watch

it go down as she

makes payments

(BELLA)

Score history is

nice. Seeing the

steady upwards

incline makes

her feel good.

(BELLA)

1-2x a

month (Cred

it Keeper)

1x every few

months (Credi

t Karma)

Finds the 'paying your

bills on time'

percentage very

helpful - it's an

incentive to pay her

bills on time and keep

it at 100% (BELLA)

Her main reason for

checking is to rebuild

her credit score after

experiencing debt &

collections (BELLA)

Checking her

score is enjoyable

and exciting; it's

positive

reinforcement

(BELLA)

REASONS, PROMPTS, MOTIVATIONS FOR CHECKING:

UI DESIGN:

She would be

disappointed; Credit

Keeper is more

straightforward and

easier to use than

Credit Karma (BELLA)

She would go back

to using Credit

Karma more

frequently, since

she knows how to

use it (BELLA)

It's important to her

that the transfer

was done securely

and her information

was protected

(BELLA)

She expects the

credit monitoring

experience to stay

the same and

provide the same

information (BELLA)

It's annoying

when things

change but she

would roll with

the changes

(BELLA)

She would like her bank

to provide monitoring

tools. The idea of

everything in one place is

appealing. She is less

likely to use Credit

Keeper if she didn't have

the Capital One card.

(BELLA)

"I think I like the Capital One

tool because I have a Capital

One card. If I didn't have a

Capital One card, I wouldn't

use the Capital One credit

tool." - Bella, 35:09

"If I like the tool so much, I'm

sure there's other people that

do. So why would the company

take that away from their clients

... why not work on fixing it?" -

Bella, 38:22

She doesn't

understand why

Capital One would

remove the tool

entirely vs. making

improvements or

fixing it (BELLA)

The number itself is

very motivating for her

financial health - to

make bill payments on

time, save money, pay

down her credit cards

and not take out loans

(BELLA)

Highly

disappointed

CURRENT FREQUENCY: 

TOOL DISCOVERY:

FIRST-TIME USE:

Highly

disappointed

2x-3x a

month

(Borrowell)

1x a month

(Credit

Keeper)

The scores in Credit

Keeper and Borrowell

update once a month,

but he's not sure

exactly when so will

check more

frequently (KYLE)

Saw a

commercial

on TV for

Borrowell

(KYLE)

Noticed Credit

Keeper when

logged in to his

account (KYLE)

Logs in to his Capital

One account once a

week, to look at

transactions, make sure

there are no fraudulent

transactions, and interest

on the statements (KYLE)

Saw a

commercial

for Credit

Karma (KYLE)

Uses Borrowell the most

frequently, because he

gets an email once a

week reminding him to

check it (even though he

knows it only updates

once a month) - (KYLE)

1x a month

(Credit

Karma)

Mentions that all 3

tools are fairly

similar, but he likes

that Credit Keeper

is available in his

account (KYLE)

"They're all pretty similar. They all show

you your score and the accounts on your

credit history, the inquiries. They're all the

same to me, they're easy to access and

user friendly. The one thing I like about

Capital One is that it's in my account. So

it's one less step to access it." - Kyle, 19:24

Borrowell provides

recommendations for

loans and credit

cards he might be

eligible for based on

his credit score

(KYLE)

"I've poked around in there to see

what cards they would suggest to

me. Because I've always

wondered, like, where can I go

from here? Can I get something

that would give me cash back?" -

Kyle, 19:55 

When he came out

of the bankruptcy,

he checked his

score more often, a

couple of times a

week (KYLE)

Checks the

score and if it's

changed from

the last time he

checked (KYLE)

Looks at any available

recommendations;

there is a notification

to flag any new

recommendations

(KYLE)

It feels good for him to

see his score going up

and that his payments

are made on time; it is

reinforcement (KYLE)

"It tells my credit utilization and

that my payments are made on

time. I already know my payments

are made on time but it's nice that

it's there and it makes me feel

good." - Kyle, 21:48

Likes that he is

able to download a

copy of his credit

report if he needs it

and that it's free

(KYLE)

Closely monitoring

his score helped

him track the effects

of his financial

behaviour on his

score (KYLE)

"When I first came out of bankruptcy, I was really

trying to find out how to do better. Monitoring

was helpful for me, because anytime I did

something, it showed the effects of that, right? If I

had my credit card, I used it. I made the

payments and kept the balance low. I could see

the score going up. If I did an inquiry, I see it

dropped a bit. I was learning very quickly what to

do and what not to do." - Kyle, 23:55

Curious to

know his score

after the

bankruptcy

(KYLE)

Started using

Credit Keeper

around the time

he got his Capital

One card, 5 years

ago (KYLE)

Started using

Borrowell and Credit

Karma around 4 years

ago, when he

discovered the scores

were different (KYLE)

Aware of his

score, does

not provide a

number

(KYLE)

Likes the Score

Breakdown because it

helps him understand

what is impacting his

score and how much

of an impact it has

(KYLE)

Having an old

account and

making

payments on

time is a good

thing (KYLE)

Available credit

used is the most

important one -

tries to keep this

around 30% for his

Capital One card

(KYLE)

Loves the Score

Breakdown, mentions

that Borrowell doesn't

do it nearly as well.

Credit Keeper uses

actual numbers, while

Borrowell is more

vague (KYLE)

Doesn't click on

Score History

because he sees

the same thing in

Borrowell and it's

one less click

(KYLE) 

Doesn't click on

Accounts, again

because he sees

the same thing in

Borrowell and it's

one less click

(KYLE)

Checking his score

frequently helps

him feel more in

control of his

spending (KYLE)

"Keeping track makes me feel

more in charge and in control of

things. I've had a problem with

my own spending .. the tracking

gives me more control of the

things that are going on." - Kyle,

33:50

Using Borrowell:

"I'd be disappointed. It's a

good feature for a company

that build's a business

around people's credit. It's

nice that they offer that." -

Kyle, 38:09 

Would be

disappointed,

thinks it is nice

that Capital One

offers it to their

customers (KYLE)

Would use Borrowell

and Credit Karma

more. Would

advocate for them to

include features like

the Score

Breakdown. (KYLE)

If it had most of

the same

features, he

would mostly be

okay with it

(KYLE)

It would be kind of

annoying to have

to log in

separately with a

new account &

password (KYLE)

Would love if Credit

Keeper showed both

the Equifax and

TransUnion scores -

then he wouldn't use

any competitor tools

(KYLE)

Doesn't expect

it but it would

be a good

feature if they

did (KYLE)

Score breakdown

statistics are helpful

because they explain

why you have the

score you have; the

number itself is not

enough (KYLE)

CURRENT FREQUENCY: 

KNOWLEDGE OF SCORE:

TOOL DISCOVERY:

FIRST-TIME USE:

REASONS, PROMPTS, MOTIVATIONS FOR CHECKING:

INITIAL REASON TO CHECK:

WHAT TO DO/USE INSTEAD:

EXPECTATIONS OF BANKS TO PROVIDE TOOL:

MAIN BENEFIT BESIDES SCORE:

TOP CRAVING:

Does not know

exact number

but it's where

good starts

(REGAN)

First learned

about her credit

score when she

applied to rent a

condo in Toronto

(REGAN)

When she learned her

score wasn't good,

she signed up for

Equifax to get alerts

and begin working to

raise her score.

(REGAN)

Learned about

Equifax when she

had to get a copy

of her credit report

for a rental

application

(REGAN)

Saw an advertisement

for Borrowell and was

intrigued that it was

free, because she was

paying a monthly

subscription for

Equifax (REGAN)

Has used Equifax

for 10 years,

sometimes with

the paid version,

sometimes not

(REGAN)

"I love that! A free [tool] is

wonderful. To be able to keep

tabs on things without paying

monthly. I am instantly more

trusting of it because it's

associated with my Capital One

accounts - Regan, 13:51

Has not heard of

Credit Keeper, but

very excited to

learn about it,

especially that it's

free. (REGAN)

Immediately trusts

Credit Keeper,

because it's from

Capital One, a

reputable bank that

already has her

financial information

(REGAN)

1-2x a

month

(Equifax)

"Once I became aware of where my

score was at and how important it

was in basically all my life decisions,

I became very hyperactive with it

and really wanted to make sure I

raised it." - Regan, 18:19

She has a habit of

checking her credit

score along with

making her bill

payments (REGAN)

"I almost always check it with my bill

payments. I pay ... hydro at the start of

the month and the rent is mid month. I

usually check [my score] on the 3rd and

18th to make sure they're not reporting

any late payments and that my score

hasn't changed." - Regan, 19:14

Has checked more

frequently in the past

when her score was

poor. Used to believe

that the score was

updated daily.

(REGAN)

Now that her score

is higher and she

knows it updates

less often, she

doesn't check as

often (REGAN)

She gets a sense of

comfort and control

from checking her

score and making sure

she is doing everything

to keep it in a good

place. (REGAN)

"There's a sense of comfort in

checking it, whether it is

higher than normal or

dropped a bit. It gives me that

control." - Regan, 21:05

Using Equifax:

LIKES/HELPFUL:

DISLIKES/UNHELPFUL:

Looks at her reported

score and the

associated summary.

Checks what category

her score falls under

(REGAN)

Equifax provides a

very detailed credit

history: payments 30/

60/90 days late,

active accounts,

closed accounts,

balances & dates

(REGAN)

Feature that shows

how lenders see her, if

they look at her

favourably or not. Very

handy if she is

applying for rent or a

mortgage (REGAN)

Emails aren't helpful,

as she would check

her score in Equifax

regardless. It's due to

that feeling of being in

control - she has to

check for herself.

(REGAN)

The emails are also

more alarming than

necessary - she'll

think something bad

happened with her

credit but it's a "no

news is good news'

email (REGAN)

This history is helpful for

taking action when

needed - saw in the report

she had a credit card with

a $7 balance that she

thought was closed. Called

the bank and they closed it

for real. (REGAN)

She checks her

score before

applying for a loan

or mortgage/rent

application.

(REGAN)

"I for sure won't apply for any

type of credit of any kind

before checking my score

first and making sure it's in a

good spot." - Regan, 31:34

Has seen the Credit

Keeper widget on

EASE before, but

thought it was an ad,

so she blocked it/

glazed over it

(REGAN)

Likes that Credit

Keeper is integrated

with her Capital One

account and she

doesn't have to

remember another

login (REGAN)

Loves the summaries in

the Score Breakdown -

seeing snapshots of her

payments and credit

used and how they are

impacting her credit

score instead of having

to calculate it account by

account (REGAN)

For the Score History

graph, would like to

hover over data

points and see more

details (how much it's

gone up, what

category she's in, etc.)

- (REGAN)

Likes that the My Accounts tab

differentiates between open and

closed - much easier to see a closed

credit card with a balance (REGAN)

Credit Keeper is

more modern and

straightforward than

Equifax, which is

archaic and

confusing (REGAN)

In Credit Keeper,

would love the option

to save the information

as a PDF report that

she could use for rent

applications or similar

situations (REGAN)

Not too bothered -

would like it to be a part

of her account but

understands that tech

companies sometimes

pull products off the

market that don't work

out. (REGAN)

Not

disappointed

Would want to be

notified in her

account if Capital

One did decide to

remove the tool

(REGAN)

Thinks banks should

offer credit monitoring

tools, because if not,

people will use less

trustworthy 3rd party

tools (like Borrowell) and

provide their financial

information to them

(REGAN)

"I would so much prefer to just do

everything through my bank ... I

know my bank already has [my

personal information] and I know

it's legit. There's just that

reputation that goes along with it."

- 16:13 (second video)

Would

continue

using Equifax

(REGAN)

Lenders

recognize

Equifax as

legitimate and

trustworthy

(REGAN)

Would love

personalized

recommendations

about ways to

improve her score

based on her own

information (REGAN)

CURRENT FREQUENCY: 

TOOL DISCOVERY:

FIRST-TIME USE:

REASONS, PROMPTS, MOTIVATIONS FOR CHECKING:

INITIAL REASON TO CHECK:

FEELING IF CREDIT KEEPER NO LONGER AVAILABLE:

WHAT TO DO/USE INSTEAD:

MAIN BENEFIT BESIDES SCORE:

TOP CRAVING:

Not

disappointed

Doesn't know

exactly, but in

the high 800s

(MICHAEL)

Mentioned the cyber

incident a few years ago,

where he received one

year of TransUnion

TrueIdentity service.

(MICHAEL)

His credit score has

never been a barrier

so he never really

checked it until the

Capital One cyber

incident. (MICHAEL)

Has checked his

score previously

when applying for

mortgages, but

otherwise doesn't

have much of an

interest (MICHAEL)

"If I was applying for a mortgage

and they're like, you can't get a

mortgage until your credit is this,

then I would monitor it and try to

get it approved, but it hasn't been

a concern." - Michael, 9:36

Started using

TransUnion

around 2

years ago

(MICHAEL)

He first checked his

score on TransUnion

2 years ago after

the cyber incident.

(MICHAEL)

"A couple of years ago, there

was a Capital One security

breach. They signed you up for

some credit monitoring thing.

That was my first introduction to

it." - Michael, 7:55

Looked out of curiosity,

to see if there was any

suspicious activity (like

if his score dropped

significantly) and check

things out (MICHAEL)

Only checked his

score when he

received emails from

TransUnion.

Otherwise would not

use or check the tool

(MICHAEL)

"It's not something I've been

that interested in. If there's an

email in my inbox, I'll click on

the link and check it. But I'm

not gonna go actively looking

for it." - Michael, 10:18

Not

currently

checking

TransUnion

Previously

checked

TransUnion

quarterly

UNAWARE OF CREDIT KEEPER:

Early in the

interview says

he hasn't heard

of Credit Keeper

(MICHAEL)

His first impression

is good; mentions if

he can use the

same login to check

his score, that would

be great (MICHAEL)

Later in the

interview, once he's

seen the prototype,

mentions that the CK

EASE widget looks

familiar (MICHAEL)

"This is how I expected it to look

like, even on the front page. Kind

of a filled in circle with the score

in the middle. It looks familiar, so

I'm assuming I have [seen it

before]." - Michael, 16:49

Only finds it

valuable to see his

actual score

number.

Uninterested in

exploring further

(MICHAEL)

"I focus right away on the

score. I don't know if I'd go

farther beyond that. I'd click

the link because I'm curious

but I don't know if I'd go

further." - Michael, 19:29

Curious to go login

to his personal

account on the app

after the call and

check Credit

Keeper (MICHAEL)

In the Score Breakdown,

found the available credit

across accounts and number

of inquiries to both be helpful

and relevant to him (MICHAEL)

Found the Score

History graph

too static, not

that interesting

(MICHAEL)

Liked the My

Accounts section,

found it helpful to

have everything

summarized in one

place (MICHAEL)

Would be interested

to know if there are

any closed accounts

he's not aware of or

doesn't remember

(MICHAEL)

"I was curious. It's like, oh, I got an

email about my credit score. Let's click

the link and check out what it is. I'm

assuming if there was any suspicious

activities, I would get notified, which

would be good. I expected to see that."

- Michael, 28:16

Not very bothered by

the idea of Credit

Keeper going away;

mentions he can

access his credit

score elsewhere

(MICHAEL)

"I don't think I would care too

much. It's a service you can get

other places ... It's nice to have

the single sign-on and see my

score. But if it wasn't there, I'm

not sure I would be bothered by

it." - Michael, 33:05

Doesn't really

expect his bank

to provide a

credit monitoring

tool to him

(MICHAEL)

Thinks it is above

and beyond of

Capital One to offer

a tool; likes Capital

One for doing this

(MICHAEL)

Believes that people

who have lower credit

scores and are trying to

keep track of their

scores would likely be

more disappointed

(MICHAEL)

Aware of Equifax

and TransUnion;

has gotten credit

check reports

when applying for

mortgage

(MICHAEL)

If he needed to

check his score more

unofficially, would

jump on google and

ask how to check his

credit score

(MICHAEL)

Would like to see the

trend in the score over

time, from when his

credit was first available

and how it has

progressed against his

different life changes

(MICHAEL)

For Credit Keeper,

he really liked the

fact that it was free

and accessible

within his Capital

One account

(MICHAEL)

Knows her

score, gives

the number

730 (ERIN).

Her father

encouraged her to

check her score. He

works in risk

management in

finance, and warned

her about identity

theft. (ERIN)

Learned about

Mogo when she

met the CEO of

Mogo at a

fundraising

event. (ERIN).

Previously had a

subscription to

Equifax, but it was $20

a month. Switched to

Mogo because it's

only $8.99 a month.

(ERIN)

Equifax, as part of the

subscription, offered

access to the entire

credit report, which

was helpful for

mortgage and car

loans. (ERIN)

Learned about

Credit Keeper for

the first time

when she was

called for the

interview. (ERIN)

Interested in

looking more

into Credit

Keeper.

(ERIN) 

Signed up

for Mogo 1 -

1.5 years

ago (ERIN)

Checks Mogo

when she receives

an email from

them. It's every

couple of weeks /

once a month.

(ERIN)

Checked more than

once a month when

she and her boyfriend

were applying for

mortgages for rental

properties and car

loans. (ERIN)

Checking her score

provides security

and peace of mind,

concerned about

identity theft. (ERIN)

"In today's day and age,

everyone is worried about

identity theft and people

spending money in your

name." - Erin, 21:55

She is prompted

to check her score

when she receives

an email from

Mogo. (ERIN)

"They send you, every 2

weeks, an email to say there's

any new inquiries and once a

month with the new credit

score." - Erin, 18:00

Checks her

score when

applying for a

car loan or a

mortgage.

(ERIN)

"Applying for a car, a

mortgage, a credit card ...

Knowing my credit score is

good enough [to qualify]." -

Erin, 18:58

Sometimes checks

her score while going

through her finance

apps )bank accounts

and credit cards) on

her phone (ERIN)

Starts by

checking the

score

(number) first.

(ERIN)

Monitors the credit

score history,

looking for any

changes or big dips

from the previous

month (ERIN)

Looks at 'Mogo Protect'

- this is a fraud

protection feature

which shows any

inquiries into her credit.

This is helpful for

monitoring for any

fraud alerts. (ERIN)

Does not use

Mogo's bitcoin

cryptocurrency

feature (ERIN)

Looked into getting a

Mogo cash card, but

discovered there

were fees if you

don't use it so

decided not to get

the card. (ERIN)

Once shown the

prototype, thinks

she might have

seen CK before,

subconsciously? 

Interpreted the

My Accounts

section as a

copy of her

credit report

(ERIN)

Interested in seeing if

there have been any

inquiries on her

account, like Mogo.

Looks around, can't

find it although it's in

the Score Breakdown

section.

Would love to be

able to access a fully

copy of her credit

report instead of

having to go

through Equifax

(ERIN)

The active alert

monitoring for fraud

protection is the

main benefit she

receives from Mogo

(ERIN)

Would expect banks to

offer credit monitoring

to customers with a

business account,

because they are

paying more fees and

should have access to

more services (ERIN)

Not too

disappointed,

because she is

not currently

using the tool

(ERIN)

Once she

discovered Credit

Keeper was free,

was interested in

checking out the

tool for herself.

(ERIN)

CURRENT FREQUENCY: 

TOOL DISCOVERY:

FIRST-TIME USE:

REASONS, PROMPTS, MOTIVATIONS FOR CHECKING:

FEELING IF CREDIT KEEPER NO LONGER AVAILABLE:

WHAT TO DO/USE INSTEAD:

TOP CRAVING:

LIKES/HELPFUL:

DISLIKES/UNHELPFUL:

Using Mogo:

Not

disappointed

Will continue

using Mogo, her

existing credit

monitoring tool.

(ERIN)

1x a

month 

(Mogo)

SCORE BREAKDOWN:

CURRENT FREQUENCY: 

FIRST-TIME USE:

REASONS, PROMPTS, MOTIVATIONS FOR CHECKING:

FEELING IF CREDIT KEEPER NO LONGER AVAILABLE:

Somewhat

disappointed

Not entirely sure

what her score is;

when asked, gave

a percentage of 7

or 8% (SHELLEY)

Received a call

from Desjardins

stating that her

credit card from

The Brick had

'been hacked'

(SHELLEY)

As part of this

security event, she

was offered free

credit monitoring

from TransUnion

(SHELLEY)

Began monitoring

credit score on

TransUnion after

experiencing security

event related to her

credit card

(SHELLEY)

Unsure about the

value or reason why

to check her credit

score, beyond

having to borrow

money. (SHELLEY)

"I'm not trying to borrow money.

I'm not sure I needed to even

know my credit score ... I have

no idea. I'm not sure what else

you would use it for." - Shelley,

12:13

UNAWARE OF CREDIT KEEPER:

Unaware of

Credit Keeper

before the

study

(SHELLEY)

When she heard about

Credit Keeper from the

recruitment firm, she

went on her desktop

account in advance of

the interview to try and

find it but couldn't.

(SHELLEY)

Only checks her

credit score when

she receives alerts

from TransUnion.

(SHELLEY)

"That's the only reason I

would have gone on to

check it, because of the

alerts I receive." - 13:49

Expects credit card

companies to provide

credit monitoring. Says

the banks would need

to know the risk of the

people they are giving

cards to. (SHELLEY)

Interested in Credit

Keeper, wants to

know what kinds of

things are affecting

her credit score

(SHELLEY)

Has used Equifax in

the past (2014) to look

into her credit,

because she was

married to a gambler

and it was negatively

affecting her credit.

(SHELLEY)

Started using

Transunion 2

years ago

(SHELLEY)

When applying for a

car loan and

mortages in the past,

her banker checked

her credit score for

her on her behalf

(SHELLEY)

Checking

frequency of

TransUnion has

not changed

over time

(SHELLEY)

Every few

months

(TransUnion)

Finds the alerts she

receives from

TransUnion to be

confusing and

frustrating. It's a

deterrent for her using

the tool in the first place

(SHELLEY)

"The last time I did get an alert, I went

on the TransUnion site. I tried to

understand what it was meaning, and

I wasn't exactly sure how it would

affect my life. So I kind of just got

frustrated and turned it off." - Shelley,

22:55

When shown the

EASE prototype,

mentioned she did

not see the CK widget

in her own personal

account. Frustrated

that it's not there.

(SHELLEY)

Believes that checking

your credit score too

often will negatively

impact your score, which

also deters her from

checking (SHELLEY)

Likes the description

of the score category

'Very Good', that it

explains how she's

gotten the score

(regular payments,

etc.) (SHELLEY)

Unsure of how often

her score would

update or change.

Wants to make sure

that checking won't

negatively affect her

score (SHELLEY)

Unsure if her

credit score

would go up if

she used more

credit

(SHELLEY)

Struggling with this

section. Likes the

information, but

confused about what

is a good vs. bad

number (ex. credit

usage) (SHELLEY)

Likes the

visualization of the

graph and that it

provides a quick

snapshot of her

score over time

(SHELLEY)

Confused about where

the information in the

accounts section came

from and how it was

being updated - thought

she had to add this

information herself

(SHELLEY)

TransUnion doesn't

have the score

history; likes that it's

available in Credit

Keeper (SHELLEY)

As compared to

TransUnion, she

found Credit Keeper

to be more visually

appealing, easier to

understand and will

help her learn about

credit (SHELLEY)

Hard to say because

she hasn't used it yet,

but would still be

disappointed it's

useful and she is

interested in using it.

(SHELLEY)

Will recommend

Credit Keeper to

her daughter, who

is planning to get a

mortgage

(SHELLEY)

Believes Credit

Keeper will help her

better understand

what is affecting her

credit score

(SHELLEY)

Will continue using

TransUnion or

reach out to her

banker as needed

(SHELLEY)

Her primary focus

is looking at her

transactions,

balance and if

there are any

fraudulent

transaction. (ERIN)

- how do we really help our customers be in

control? to understand where they are and

then what steps to take to get to where they

want to be with their credit 

Never noticed

the Score

History or My

Accounts tabs

before (JAMAL)

Using Credit Karma:

Unnamed area

https://www.creditkarma.com/free-credit-report

